A slender-body micromechanical model for viscoelasticity of magnetic colloids: comparison with preliminary experimental data.
The storage modulus, G', together with the yield stress, is an essential quantity characterizing the rheological properties of magnetic field-responsive suspensions (magnetorheological fluids or MRF). In this work, we present both experimental and theoretical results on the viscoelastic properties of MRFs. Two MRFs are used: In one the solid phase consists of cobalt ferrite particles + silica gel, with silicone oil as liquid phase. The second system is formed by carbonyl iron + silica gel also dispersed in silicone oil. The cobalt ferrite particles are synthesized as monodisperse colloidal spheres with an average diameter of 850 nm. We describe a new model based on the slender-body approach for hydrodynamic interactions. The predictions of the model are compared to preliminary experimental G' data obtained in a controlled stress plate-plate rheometer. It is found that the model gives the correct order of magnitude for the highest fields in iron suspensions, but underestimates the experimental results obtained in ferrite ones. In the case of high permeability materials such as carbonyl iron, by the inclusion of high-order multipolar interactions and saturation effects we also predict the order of magnitude of the experimental results. When dealing with low permeability cobalt ferrite based MRFs, other effects, such as remanence (at low fields) and saturation (at high fields), must be considered.